
Workstation system

arcos

Attractive office interior solutions.

Workstations that motivate people in all office environments – from mauser of course.

intelligent furniture – since 1896
intelligent furniture – since 1896
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Aesthetic

Design: Jens Korte 

arcos 
Workstations for free spirits.

Linear elegance.
The frame of the desk has been reduced to the essentials and 
follows the form of a bridge arch that lets the top float above it. 
Appealing aesthetic, clarity and transparency give a feeling of
openness and freedom.

Fundamental interplay.
An important feature is the combination of rectangular and square 
tubes. The stronger, square-shaped table leg conveys stability, while 
the slim, rectangular crossbar radiates particular lightness.
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arcos 
Workstations for individualists.

Welcome individuality.
arcos can be adapted to individual taste, workflow or corporate 
design. Up to 1,400 different workplace variants can be created by 
forming individual combinations out of 4 desk depths, 9 desk widths 
and more than 200 desk shapes.

Intelligent space management.
Practical functions promote privacy and increase space efficiency. 
The ’third level‘ of arcos ensures a more efficient use of expensive 
space and can transform the workplace into an elegant reception or 
information desk.
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arcos 
Workstations for everyone.

Employee-friendly open plan solution.
The transparent and modular construction creates an employee- 
friendly, open atmosphere, even if many workplaces are arranged
in a compact way. Especially pleasant are the many options
regarding the acoustic and territorial separation.

Useful storage space connection.
arcos can easily be combined with extremely space-saving storage 
systems. For example with the matching extendable and acoustically 
effective mauser pull-out workstation side filer.
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arcos 
Workstations for design enthusiasts. 

Harmony of design.
With its continuous and versatile form, timeless design and
subtile colours, arcos easily follows the architecture. Workplace
and environment form a harmonious whole.

Motivating atmosphere.
arcos makes interior design easy.  New office layouts, which
combine functionality and aesthetic, can be created over and
over again, thanks to its modular construction. In addition,
subtle screens as well as acoustically effective sideboards
promote concentration and productivity.
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arcos 
Workstations for listeners.

Open doors.
If the workplace also serves as a consulting area for colleagues
and clients, arcos offers many possibilities. The consultant extension 
desk makes it possible to communicate at eye level.

Consistent look.
The colours and materials of the desks are harmonised by the
cabinet elements and containers. Apart from storage, work and
consulting space, they complete the overall picture of integrated
system solutions.

Helpful 
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arcos 
Workstations for movers and shakers.

Elegant management style.
A generously dimensioned workplace with an angle extension
desk helps managers be in control of any situation – no annoying 
table legs in the seat region, but a lot of space for documents on
the desktop, which makes it easy to stay on top of things. 

High efficiency.
Apart from a wide variety of desk shapes, arcos offers many
additional efficiency solutions. The monitor swivel arm contributes
to an ergonomic working environment and saves table space, with 
the third level providing additional storage space.

Neat
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arcos 
Workstations for organisers.

Clean workplace.
A work desk is there to be used and worked on, not to be covered
in documents. Therefore, it is best to store those documents in
cabinets or, for example, in an individually equipped pull-out
workstation side filer for storage space directly at the workplace. 
This saves time, avoids disturbance and helps keep the workplace 
organised.

Personal touch.
Not only arcos offers extensive options: the pull-out workstation side 
filer can be equipped with dividers, filing drawers or shelves to meet 
the customer’s requirement. Personal objects can be stored securely 
in the lockable private compartment.

Organised
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arcos 
Workstations for contact persons.

Versatile meeting point.
Team leaders, doctors and lawyers are always there to listen to
people. It is at their workplace where conversations are held,
documents are examined and advice is given, either in a standing 
or sitting position. Therefore, arcos offers all the relevant extensions 
and screens to fit any situation.

Puristic design.
The restrained, harmonic colour concept of the furniture creates a 
neutral and comfortable conversation atmosphere, which forms an 
excellent basis for open communication.

Appealing 
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Communicative arcos 
Workstations for project teams.

Related environments.
arcos can be used for any purpose, ranging from serving as an
individual workstation or meeting table to being part of a compre-
hensive conference system. It is ideal for project managers and
project teams as well as all kinds of meetings in any department.

Worldwide network connection.
arcos offers great possibilities regarding IT and telecommunication 
systems to support the personal and creative exchange of ideas. 
For example with the integrated media box.
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arcos 
Workstations for learners.

Essential work equipment.
Learners do not only need a good lecturer, but also a positive learning 
atmosphere. With its generous legroom, arcos guarantees a comfortable 
learning position and a lot of space for documents.

Stable connection.
arcos can easily be connected and disconnected with bigger systems. It 
is perfect for all seminar rooms where desk configurations change a lot 
and flexible desks are a crucial factor.

Educational
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arcos 
Workstations for economists.

Pioneering equipment.
The arcos system offers 
pioneering accessories which 
help retrofit or modify work-
places even after many years in 
service. For example separate, 
easily retrofitted and infinitely 
adjustable stand/sit modules.

Round tube frame.
Telescopic height adjustment.

Telescopic height adjustment.

3. level.

Square tube frame.
Telescopic height adjustment.

CPU bracket mounted outside. CPU bracket/printer shelf
combination.

Charging station for mobile  
phones.

CPU bracket mounted inside.

Drop-down cable duct (rear). Sliding top.

Back panel.

Drop-down cable duct (front).

 

Specific frame options.
Available in 4 RAL colours,
the round tube frame can be
integrated in already existing
furniture concepts.

Functional cable grommet. Modern netbox.Cable grommet.

Versatile

Frame colours:

• White aluminium RAL 9006
• Anthracite grey RAL 7016
• Graphite black RAL 9011
• Pure white 9010

Frame / Column specifications:

• Telescopic (650 – 850 mm)
• Adjustable (680 – 760 mm)

Frame options:

• Square tube
• Round tube

Tops:

•  25 mm chipboard in melamine 
or veneer

• 13 mm solid core
• 13 mm MDF

optional: cable tray

optional: sliding top
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arcos 
Workstations for those who care about the environment.

Guaranteed quality standards.
Our company is DIN EN ISO 9001, DIN EN ISO 5001, as well as 
DIN EN ISO 14001-certified. The series ‘arcos’ complies with all  
current office standards and requirements. 

Ecology and economy.
From the start, the design and engineering of arcos has included 
the exclusive use of premium quality materials with long life cycles. 
arcos is being manufactured under consideration of ecologic and 
economic aspects. And when we deliver, we abstain from almost all 
packaging by using competent furniture shipping companies.

Steel table bases are up to 100 % recyclable. If an arcos desk is 
returned to mauser after many years in service, the materials used 
will initially be separated and sorted by material type. The steel will 
be supplied to certified recycling service providers whilst the tops 
are disposed of in an environmentally compatible manner to recover 
their energy content. We are happy to assist in the return of used 
products.
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Adaptable

Individually-shaped desks

Desks (meeting tables starting from a width of 1200 mm)

Extension boards option of rear side installation

Desks for technical equipment and filing

Angle extension desks optional link either on the right or left

Meeting tables

Conference elements

Linking panels 90° (linking sides 800 mm) 

Extension boards optional installation at the side

Balloon-shaped linking panels 90°

Height-adjustable add-on standing desk

Add-on desks 45° (linking sides 800 mm, linked on right/left) Linking sides 45° (linking sides 900 mm, linked on right/left) 

Add-on desks 45° (linking sides 1000 mm, linked on right/left) 

arcos 
Workstations for designers.

Wide choice of top shapes and sizes.
The arcos workstation system offers a supremely wide choice 
of standardised top shapes and sizes, not only for desks but 
also for meeting tables.

Premium materials.
Regarding the table tops, one can choose between a sturdy 
25mm E1 fine chipboard top in a melamine or veneer finish
and a slim looking 13mm solid core or MDF top. Impact-
resistant lipping with rounded edges protects table top rims.

Individually-shaped desks

Desks (meeting tables starting from a width of 1200 mm)

Extension boards option of rear side installation

Desks for technical equipment and filing

Angle extension desks optional link either on the right or left

Meeting tables

Conference elements

Linking panels 90° (linking sides 800 mm) 

Extension boards optional installation at the side

Balloon-shaped linking panels 90°

Height-adjustable add-on standing desk

Add-on desks 45° (linking sides 800 mm, linked on right/left) Linking sides 45° (linking sides 900 mm, linked on right/left) 

Add-on desks 45° (linking sides 1000 mm, linked on right/left) 
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Workstations that motivate people in all office environments – from mauser of course.

mauser einrichtungssysteme
GmbH & Co. KG
3 Western Close
Dover, Kent CT17 9DW

phone +44 [0] 1304 729972
mobile +44 [0] 7939 118021
info@mauser-office.co.uk
www.mauser-moebel.de/en

mauser
einrichtungssysteme
is a member of the
VAUTH-SAGEL Group. 06
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